Cable retransmission tariffs
Retransmission (incl. direct injection) of works via cable or other electronic communications network by telecommunication operators

1. **Standard cable network agreement – retransmission only**

   Agreement for musical works and visual arts works- tariff 1,0% from subscription fee, no minimum rate.

2. **General Licensing Agreement (GLA)**

   The agreement contains both the rights of the broadcasting organizations that have joined the GLA agreement, and the retransmission rights of works (musical, visual arts, audiovisual works) contained in these broadcasting organizations programs.

   The fee is fixed per client per one program per month.

3. **SUPER cable (or other electronic communication) network agreement**

   We have offered our operators convergent tariff from the total income revenue related to the TV service in the cable or other electronic communications network, with the minimum fee per client per month, under which we license all necessary rights (retransmission, reproduction and making available) in the one agreement. This agreement includes musical works, visual arts works and audiovisual works.